COVID - 19
Teacher Notes
and activities
Dear Teachers
I hope you find the information and the activities in this booklet
helpful.
I am not an expert and I’ve tried to stay away from jargon as
much as possible. I wanted to share the essentials with you
just as I would have if I was presenting this material to you and
your students in school.
Please feel free to share this as widely as you wish. The
information and the pictures can also be found on my website
at www.JamesSoper.com/COVID19.
I hope when this is all over I
could visit your school to
commemorate and celebrate
us all getting through
these diﬃcult
times.
James Soper

www.JamesSoper.com/COVID19

what is it?
COVID-19 is the name we call the disease caused by the virus called SARSCoV-2.
It is normal to have diﬀerent names for the disease and the virus that causes
it. For instance, the disease measles is caused by the virus rubeola.
It has been called COVID-19 because:
CO
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virus
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The name SARS-CoV-2 means “severe acute respiratory syndrome caused
by coronavirus 2” (it is number 2 to distinguish it from SARS-Cov which was
commonly called “the SARS virus” of 2003).

what is a virus?
The word “germ” is a catch-all phrase that can mean any microscopic
particle that can cause illness in humans. A “virus” is a type of germ
(alongside bacteria, fungi and protozoa).
Viruses are tiny biological entities which can get into the cells in our bodies
and then make more copies of themselves.
Viruses are by far the most common biological entity on Earth. There are
many more viruses in the world than there are any other living thing.
Diﬀerent types of viruses cause illnesses such as the common cold,
influenza, chickenpox and cold sores.
Viruses are much too small for us to see without a very powerful microscope.
The rhinovirus which causes the common cold is so small that you could fit
500 million of them on a single pin head.
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what is a coronavirus?
The word corona means crown in Spanish.
The corona is the outermost part of the Sun’s
atmosphere that we can see during an eclipse.
If you look at a Coronavirus like SARS-CoV-2 under a very strong
microscope it looks like it has a spiky coat around it that’s a bit like a crown
or the corona around the sun.

An artist’s impression of the virus that causes the COVID-19 disease

A real picture of the virus that causes the COVID-19 disease
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how does it make us sick?
The great majority of viruses are harmless to humans but some viruses can
make us sick and some can even be deadly.
If a virus that makes us sick gets into our body and starts of make more
copies of itself our body detects that and tries to get rid of the virus.
The virus itself can destroy cells in our bodies making us ill but much of what
we feel when we get a virus is actually our own body’s ways it uses to stop
the virus spreading and eventually kill the virus.
For example the purpose of a fever is thought to be to raise the body’s
temperature enough to kill oﬀ viruses that are sensitive to temperature
changes.
And a cough is something our body does to protect us too. A cough
normally gets out material that doesn’t belong in our lungs and windpipe like
dirt or a bit a food that has “gone down the wrong way”. When we are ill we
cough to get rid of germs and remove mucus from our lungs.
For most people the
symptoms of the COVID-19
virus are mild.
A much smaller number will
have a high temperature and
a persistent cough. Some
people, especially if they are
older of if they have
additional things wrong with
them like asthma, diabetes,
heart disease or high blood
pressure, might have
diﬃculty breathing.
At the moment (March 2020) there is no cure we can give people. If someone
gets very ill from the COVID-19 virus the only treatment is to help keep that
person’s body going until their immune system can fight oﬀ the virus by
itself. We do that by helping them breathe using a respirator and giving them
oxygen.
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how do we catch the COVID-19 virus?
People who have the virus might cough out droplets. Droplets that contain
the virus can fly up to 2 metres and land on surfaces. Infected people might
also touch their faces and get the virus on their hands then they touch things
around them accidentally spreading the virus further.
These droplets dry out on the surfaces but the viruses can remain active for
a long time, certainly hours and sometimes days.
If someone else touches a surface that has the virus on it they can get the
virus stuck on their hands. Human skin is an ideal surface for a virus to stick
to.
If that person then touches their eyes, nostrils or mouth they can get infected
with the virus. Most people touch their face every 2 to 5 minutes.

how can we avoid catching it?
By thoroughly washing our hands with soap lots of times during the day.
Soapy water loosens the “glue” that sticks the virus onto our skin and so
washing our hands with soapy water gets the virus oﬀ our hands and
washes it down the sink.
Viruses are also like tiny grease balls. Just as soapy water breaks down
grease on a dirty plate soapy water also breaks down the outside of the virus
splitting it open and rendering it harmless.
Hand sanitiser might feel like a modern and more eﬀective version of soap
but it is actually not as good. Soap and water is the best because it easily
spreads across your whole hands, it gets into every little fold and crevice and
it stays for the 20 seconds it takes for the soap to break down the outside of
the virus. Alcohol sanitisers are much harder to get all around the hands, into
all the nooks and crannies and for that length of time needed to kill the virus.
If you can use soap it is the best way to wash oﬀ and kill oﬀ the virus but if
no soap is available then a high alcohol content (60-80%) hand sanitiser is a
good replacement until you can find a sink and wash your hands properly
with soap.
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why are we on lockdown?
Since the virus first arrived it has been spreading steadily around the world.
The growth has been what is called “exponential”.
Early in the outbreak the doctors and nurses were able to deal with the
numbers of people that needed help to fight the virus as well as all the other
sick people they were already helping.
Eventually, however, the spread of the disease reached a point when the
doctors and nurses would not be able to cope unless we quickly slowed the
spread of it down.
One way to think about it is water being
poured into a cup with a hole in it. The water
is sick people and the cup is the hospitals
and surgeries. Patients get “poured” into the
cup (the hospital or the surgery) when they
are sick, and they “leak” out of the hole
when they are cured.
At the start of an outbreak the water being poured into the cup is
slow enough that all the water can flow out of the hole. The cup
isn’t in danger of overflowing. The hospitals and doctors can deal with
the numbers of patients getting sick.
Eventually things change and more and more water starts flowing into the
cup. The cup is in danger of overflowing and to stop that happening we need
to slow that water down as quickly as possible.
This is the reason we postpone public events, stop people travelling and ask
those who are sick to stay indoors.
Our cup is about to overflow, our doctors and nursers are about to get
overwhelmed, and we must all do everything we can to try and stop people
catching the virus so the doctors and nurses can cope.
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activities you could do in class
Pepper and dish soap demonstrate why washing our hands with soapy
water gets rid of the viruses. (Watch here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=_KirHm_sYfI)
Pour water onto a plate
Sprinkle or grind black pepper onto the surface of the water
EXPT 1 Dip your finger in the water. The pepper will stick to the end of your
finger. This is like touching the virus, it will stick to your skin.
EXPT 2 This time smear the tip of your finger with dish soap. This is like you
washing your hands. Now dip your finger into the pepper water again. This
time the pepper will rush away from your finger and no pepper will stick to it.
Do the washing up to demonstrate how dish soap removes and then breaks
down grease.
Try washing some plates from the dinner hall first with just water. Then with
water and soap. The grease on the plates is just like the tiny grease ball
viruses. The soap firstly washes grease oﬀ the plate just like it washes
viruses oﬀ your hands, but it also breaks down the grease from the plates
just like it breaks down the greasy outside of the viruses.
Washing oily hands shows the eﬀectiveness of soap. Pour a little vegetable
oil into everyone’s hands. They rub the oil all over their hands then try to
wash with just water. The oil stays with just water but goes with the soap.
Play Heads or Tails to demonstrate how quickly numbers growing
exponentially get bigger.
Get the class to stand and then choose Heads (they put their hands on their
heads) or Tails (they put their hands on their bottoms). You toss a coin. If it is
Heads the tails sit down. If it is Tails the heads sit down. Keep going until
everyone has sat down. Record the numbers standing every time you try it.
You will find lots of people sit down early on then it takes longer and longer
to eliminate the rest. This is a mirror image of how the virus spreads slowly at
the start and then gets much bigger very fast.
Explore the Chess board and the Rice to demonstrate how quickly
numbers growing exponentially get bigger.
Ask the children to guess how much rice you’d need if you put one grain on
the first square of the board, two on the second, four on the next, eight on
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the next etc. Then ask them to work it out. This regular doubling is an
example of exponential growth. It turns out you’d need
18,446,744,073,709,551,615 grains to do each square. This shows how
numbers start oﬀ looking small but as they grow exponentially they get very
big very fast like the cases of people catching the virus has and why the
government has put in the measures it has.
Make a cup ‘hospital’ and fill it with ‘water’ patients (see the diagram and
explanation above) to show how we need to try and slow down the numbers
of people getting sick so the hospitals aren’t overwhelmed.
Make or draw coronaviruses and then represent or draw the eﬀect of soap
breaking apart the outer layer and so killing them.
“Sneeze” bubble viruses to show how tissues catch all germs including
viruses and stop people getting sick
The teacher (or a pupil) can blow bubbles over the class. If a bubble touches
a child they have “caught” the disease and they must put their hands on
their head. Very quickly everyone will have “caught” the disease. Now give
each child a tissue which they can use to stop the bubbles from touching
them. This time it is much harder for the bubble viruses to spread showing
how eﬀective using tissues is.
Shake hands game shows how a virus can be transmitted through contact.
For a set period of time the children will move around shaking hands with
each other. The teacher “infects” one child by squeezing their hand as they
shake. That child then does the same with everyone they then shake hands
with and so on. After the time is up ask the children who had their hand
squeezed and so was “infected”. This demonstrates the speed of infection
and the need for social distancing to stop the spread.
Glitter germs show how viruses spread if surfaces are not cleaned with
soap and water and how germs get everywhere.
Cover a pencil with glue then sprinkle it with glitter. Have the children pass
the pencil around. Everyone will end up with some glitter on their hands. Get
a child to wipe the pencil with a dry cloth. Show how there is still glitter on
the pencil. Then show how you need soapy water to get it properly clean.
Then get the children to look at each other. At least someone will have
touched their face and they’ll have glitter germs near their mouth, eyes or
nose. Others will have touched surfaces. The activity ends by everyone really
washing themselves and the surfaces to show how hard it is to get rid of all
the glitter germs. There will still be glitter around for days!
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